Why save a minority language? Meänkieli and rationales of language revitalization
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This article examines the rationales for language revitalization and their materialization on a local scale. The starting premise is that, due to specific social, cultural, as well as spatial circumstances, there exists a wide variety of rationalizations for why saving endangered languages is important. The complexity of the matter is discussed with regard to Meänkieli, a minority language spoken in northern Sweden, which has a long and unique history of marginalization. The article bases on group discussions conducted with Meänkieli speaking cultural activists in northern Sweden during the fall of 2015 and the spring of 2016. The present examination of the group discussions reveals how the rationales of saving the language are inherently interrelated with questions concerning identity formation, educational principles and the sovereignty of minority groups. The analysis also reveals how, due to the complex nature of local history, there is no consensus on whether the recent progress in language revitalization is unanimously a positive change or not.
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Introduction

According to various estimates there are over 3,000 languages in the world that are in danger of disappearance, but instead of protecting them, we are, as Skutnabb-Kangas (2002, 2) formulates it, “killing them as never before”. Among the language researchers, from the late 1960s to 1990s, the views towards the possibilities of revitalizing endangered languages have changed from negative to more positive (Spolsky 1995). Minority languages have been the subject of a vast amount of studies across disciplinary boundaries, and what connects them today is a shared opinion that the work for revitalizing vanishing minority languages is extremely important per se. In current studies, it is often taken for granted that there is a shared urge to save endangered languages from disappearing, yet, in the background, there is a range of different rationales for why saving the languages is important in the first place. These partly interconnected lines of argument pertaining to the relevance of language work stem from different ideological viewpoints, namely, the ideals of cultural activism and educational and socially critical argumentation.

This article starts with a theoretical discussion on how the need for language revitalization is rationalized across the disciplinary boundaries. The premise of this study is that, in a specific local setting, the basic rationales of language revitalizing become materialized in much more complicated
manner, due to specific social, cultural, as well as spatial circumstances and histories. By using Meänkieli – a minority language spoken in northern Sweden – as an example case, the article discusses how different rationales of language revitalization are not only overlapping and interconnected, but geographically and socio-politically conditioned as well. The analysis is based on group discussions conducted with local culture workers. Through a narrative inquiry of the conducted discussions it is also illustrated how, within a single minority group, there exist various different, even conflicting rationalizations for language work. The article also discusses the potential reverse of language revitalization activity.

Rationalizing language revitalization

When examining language revitalization efforts, any number of social, economic, and political dynamics must be taken into account, as they determine what is possible. As with any social or political movement, language revitalization efforts are inherently contextualized by the communities in which they occur. These contexts include everything from the day-to-day lived experiences of community members to overarching governmental systems and policies at all levels. (Davis 2016, 101)

Like many other scholars, Hinton (2001) starts her analysis of endangered languages with a fundamental question: why being worried about languages diminishing matters? According to Hinton (2001, 5), “the world stands to lose an important part of the sum of human knowledge whenever a language stops being used”. Respectively, Grenoble and Whaley (2006, 19–20) introduce three reasons for why languages should be considered worth revitalizing. Firstly, languages in themselves are to be considered cultural treasures. Secondly, language diversity fosters cultural diversity, and thirdly, revitalizing minority languages both expands and protects minority rights more broadly.

For many scholars across disciplinary boundaries, the second argument from the study by Grenoble and Whaley (2006) – the importance of cultural diversity – represents a pillar of language revitalizing work. In many studies it is either explicitly or implicitly stated how linguistic diversity, as a part of cultural heterogeneity, is valuable in itself (e.g. King 2008). Skutnabb-Kangas (2002, 2), for instance, argues that “cultural diversity is as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for nature”. This is a perspective, or a statement, in which the disappearance of languages is explained within the context of the process of globalization. In the early 1990s, it was argued that globalization has brought along a so called ‘reversing language shift’ (Fishman 1991). This premise is present for instance in studies in which global communication corporations, such as Microsoft and Facebook, are perceived as a threat to language revitalization (Romero 2016). Although globalization has done more harm than good to minority languages, some studies have focused on how modern information technologies could be used, or developed, for the benefit of minority language education (e.g. Warschauer et al. 1997; Hermes & King 2013).

Language is inherently connected with knowledge and thus, when languages diminish, part of human knowledge is lost with it. The threat of globalization is in connection to a widely employed juxtaposition in which endangered languages are associated with conservatism as they are assumed to be spoken by a soon-passing generation, while younger generations stand for the ideal and values of modernism, liberalism and globalization (e.g. Dorian 1994). Hence, activating the youth to get interested in linguistic roots is a major challenge for language revitalization work. There is a vast amount of studies that approach the issue of language revitalization from the viewpoint of its educational benefits. In many of these studies, education is perceived as a tool or a solution for language revitalization, but there are also studies in which language revitalizing is perceived as a means for wider educational purposes (e.g. Hinton 2011; Sumida Huaman 2014). In many cases, minority language education is conceived as a tool with which the history of otherness, which is, unfortunately, shared by most minority languages, can be renegotiated (see Hornberger 2006).

It is regrettable, but relatively common that minority languages are, especially among youth, considered a skill to be ashamed of (McCarty et al. 2009, 300–302). As is widely recognized, this is also one of the key reasons for why several minority languages are vanishing. One major force that can alter and change young people’s attitudes and values towards their language and identity is the
school system. An illustrative example of how minority language education can be mobilized can be seen in the work of the Maori language nests in Aotearoa, New Zealand and the creation of a nationwide Maori language education system (Rata 2007). At the time when the Maori language had become seriously endangered, members of the community founded daycare places for children under school age (King, J. 2001); in these ‘kohanga reo’ (language nests), older Maori speakers transmitted the language to the children and, to some extent, to their parents as well. Today, several minority groups use similar systems of ‘language nests’ for the benefit of keeping their endangered languages alive through education (Ridanpää & Pasanen 2009; Olthuis et al. 2013; Pasanen 2015). Behind all this work in New Zealand, there were a small number of people with an ideological commitment to speaking their native language and continuing the Maori cultural heritage (Fishman 1991, 230–250). It is thus often emphasized how language revitalization is a fundamentally communal activity, or as Rice (2009, 37) puts it, “it takes a community of people to revitalize an Indigenous language”. In a similar way, Grenoble and Whaley (2006) emphasize how revitalizing is first and foremost community-driven activity.

Linguistic diversity can be considered as a vital part of human condition, but special emphasis has been paid on how language is an essential part of people’s identity. Language work is an integral part of how the identity of feeling and especially ‘being indigenous’ is put into practice (cf. King, K. 2001). With regard to this, Friedman (2011, 633) has argued that

[a] primary task of language revitalization movements is therefore to revalue a subordinate language and grant it prestige through promotion of ideologies such as those representing the language as an emblem of ethnic or cultural identity or establishing it as a medium for valued functions such religious practices, literacy, or ‘high culture’.

Thus, along with its instrumental and communicative roles, one of the primary functions of language is to maintain a group identity, and consequently, language has a key role in the process of construction of human identities (Edwards 2010). It is particularly in the case of ethnic minorities that language is often perceived as being the same as identity; “we are our language”, as the title of Meek’s (2010) major work formulates it. Other article title from Woolard (2003), “we don’t speak Catalan because we are marginalized”, crystallizes how ethnic identities are often embedded together with minority languages. In these critical insights, it is underscored how (minority) people are raised into and in their language, into their mother tongue. Native American youth, for instance, have in the interviews called the minority language they speak ‘blood language’, thus conveying the integral part of language in the formation of human identity (McCarty et al. 2009, 300; see also Albury 2017). Correspondingly, for emigrant minority groups, language functions as a performative tool with which identity and sense of belonging can be sustained (Sullivan 2012).

According to Costa and Gasquet-Cyrus (2013, 213) “languages are social and historical products, the definition of which constitutes an ideological battle in which other social issues are embedded”. Being linguistically marginalized is essentially in connection to how linguistic minorities are being socially othered in a wider context. In this respect, linguistic revitalization is ultimately a matter of sovereignty and self-determination. Sovereignty is an elemental part of basic human rights, both in cases of individuals and groups. The topic of language loss is usually associated with and studied within the context of indigenous groups. By the same token, the focus is directed at the wider issues of social marginality and the heritage of colonialism (McCarty et al. 2015; Ridanpää 2016). According to Hinton (2001, 5) “the loss of language is part of the oppression and disenfranchisement of indigenous peoples, who are losing their land and traditional livelihood involuntarily as the forces of national or world economy and politics impinge upon them”. The reverse side of this critical and justified approach is that, in minority language research, the study is commonly conducted within the theoretical context of nativeness, thus paying less attention to so called ‘new speakers’ (O’Rourke & Pujolar 2013).

The problematics of language revitalization are also related to the problematics of nationalism. The condition of being linguistically marginalized effectively means a reduced sense of belonging to the state (Valentine & Skelton 2007). Minority languages are ingredients in wider societal discussions about the confrontations between the ideology of nationalism and liberal democracy (May 2012). Language emancipation often requires linguistic standardization, which, instead of the needs of
minority language speakers, often serve, the political interests of nation-states (Lane 2011). On the other hand, a more predominant opinion is that language revitalization, first and foremost, can be utilized as a means by which it is possible to tear away from past ideologies of colonialism (Wilson 2004; Hermes 2012). For national minorities, language revitalization often works as a tool for rediscovering an othered identity and a sense of pride (Napurí 2016; Ridanpää 2017). In this way, the endeavors to ‘save the language’ may gain a major symbolic value (Sallabank 2013). In fact, scholars across the disciplinary boundaries have been criticized for approaching minority languages with an assumption of impending doom, whereas a more fertile perspective to the topic would be to focus on community building and collaboration (Hermes 2012).

When scrutinizing the connections between shared identity and the social status of a minority language, various aspects studied within the field of human geography are often present. In fact, this ‘geographical eye’ has a more general role in terms of how minority languages are approached. ‘Where is the language spoken?’ is often one of the elementary starting points when introducing a specific endangered language. For example, in Harrison’s (2008, 2) work \textit{When Languages Die} and Tsunoda’s (2005, xxiv) comprehensive introduction to the topic, \textit{Language Endangerment and Language Revitalization}, there are illustrations in which the ‘approximate’ locations of studied endangered languages are shown on a map of the world. Attaching (linguistic) minorities to certain regions is one of the basic means by which regional stereotypes are constructed. This can be seen, for instance, in how northern regions are associated with marginality, the stereotypes connected to indigenous groups and their ‘extraordinary’ cultural characteristics, such as endangered language, has been in key role over several centuries (Ridanpää & Pasanen 2009; Ridanpää 2016). In this way, the perception of a minority language can turn a region into a marginal one. Correspondingly, in studies of Aboriginal minorities, it has been emphasized how identity and language are inherently interconnected to ownership of land (Gibson 1998; Baloy 2011). As important as these issues are, it could also be asked whether this ever increasing desire to revitalize endangered languages is connected to a form of contemporary exoticism towards endangered ethnic minorities.

The socio-historical background of Meänkieli

The creation of modern nation states and their borders has played a key role in the process through which Meänkieli, a language spoken in northern Sweden, has turned into and been acknowledged as a minority language (Pietikäinen \textit{et al.} 2010). The history of Meänkieli as a minority language emerges at the beginning of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century when, in the aftermath of the war of 1808–1809, the territory of Finland was separated from Sweden and annexed to Russia as the autonomous Grand Duchy of Finland. As a result, the new border, a line drawn along the Torne River, divided the historically, linguistically, economically and culturally more or less homogeneous region of the Torne Valley between two states. Consequently, the Finnish-speaking population on the Swedish side of the Torne Valley region became a linguistic minority, whereas the people living in the territory annexed to Russia began to identify with the majority population and assumed the status of the national majority when Finland gained independence in 1917. When Finland was striving for independence, raising the self-confidence of the Finnish speaking population through education and major changes in legislation – such as the language manifesto of 1863 – played a crucial role (Peltonen 2000).

From the late 19\textsuperscript{th} century until the middle of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, the Finnish-speaking regional minority on the Swedish side of the Torne Valley was under pressure towards linguistic and cultural integration (e.g. Huss 1999; Elenius 2002). The condition of being a linguistic minority began to develop into an issue of social ‘othering’ in the late 19\textsuperscript{th} century when the Swedish national ‘försvenskningspolitik’ entailed the exercising of powerful political pressure on marginal groups in order to integrate them linguistically and culturally into the modern nation-state. Through institutional control, particularly the school system, the marginalization of the Swedish Torne Valley became a concrete, everyday feature of people’s lives in the area. For instance, during the first half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, speaking Finnish at school was forbidden (Júliusdóttir 2007, 41). For centuries, bilingualism was conceived as ‘halflingualism’, the unsatisfactory proficiency in both languages and something to be ashamed of (Hansegård 1990; Ahola 2006, 28).
In the 1970s, the region’s consciousness of being socially marginalized rose remarkably along with the ethnic renaissance, the rise in social self-esteem and aspirations to preserve one’s own culture and language during the late 20th century (Lindgren 2000; Winsa 2007). The organization for revitalizing Tornedalian culture and language, Svenska Tornedalingars Riksförbund (STR-T), was established in 1981. In addition, several individual activists, as the politician Ragnar Lassinantti (1915–1985) and culture activist/novelist Bengt Pohjanen have worked in different roles towards language revitalizing. As a symbolic marker for ethnic belonging, the language spoken in the region was not called Finnish anymore, but 'Meänkieli', literally ‘our language’. In Finland, Meänkieli is usually defined as a dialect of Finnish, while in Sweden, as a result of identity work, the language has gained officially recognized status as an independent minority language. In 1984 Pohjanen published *kasaland*, the first novel in which Meänkieli was used and in 1996 a grammar of Meänkieli, *Meänkielen Kramatikki*, thus providing the basis for Meänkieli as a literary language (Prokkola & Ridanpää 2011). Regional self-esteem and social rights of Meänkieli speaking minority of Sweden have been recurring themes in Pohjanen’s cultural production (Karlsson 2004).

Similarly, for instance, to the regional language of Latgalian in Eastern Latvia (Marten 2012), the status of being a stand-alone language – as is the case with Meänkieli – has been a source for controversy over several decades. Although the distinct status of Meänkieli has often been questioned (Piasecki 2014, 13), in 2000, the language was granted official status as a minority language in five municipalities in northern Sweden: Gallivare, Kiruna, Haparanda, Pajala and Övertorneå. Currently, Meänkieli, a dialectal expression meaning ‘our language’, is defined as a severely endangered language (Laakso & Sarhimaa 2016) which has, according to *Ethnologue: Languages of the World*, approximately 30,000 speakers. Although the work conducted by language activists has aroused general interest in Meänkieli, the number of speakers is decreasing due to continuous immigration to southern Sweden. The exact number of Meänkieli speakers is very difficult to estimate since people living in the Torne Valley are often uncertain whether the language they use can actually be defined as Meänkieli. As the origin of the language lies in Finnish, Meänkieli is often seen, particularly in Finland, as a dialect of Finnish instead of a separate language of its own. Characteristic of Meänkieli is lexical borrowing from Swedish, certain forms of regression when compared to the development of the variant of Finnish spoken in Finland during the past 200 years and extensive and regionally variable use of h consonants in final syllables (Vaattovaara 2009).

According to the ELDIA (European Language Diversity for All) media analysis project funded by European Commission and conducted between 2010 and 2012, the picture of Meänkieli speakers is bipolar. On one hand, there is a perception of the group of Meänkieli speakers as passive – as an oppressed and harshly treated by the majority population. On the other hand, there is a picture of Meänkieli speakers as a group which is, in spite of oppression, actively involved in several cultural projects that aim to protect their language and identity (Laakso & Sarhimaa 2016). In practical terms, the bureaucratic and financial opportunities for revitalization work have been strengthened by a new minority rights strategy established by the Swedish government in March 2009 and the new Act on National Minorities and National Minority Languages that took effect in 1 January 2010 (Lipott 2015, 13). However, despite the fact that Meänkieli is officially acknowledged as a minority language and used for other (cultural) purposes, the media supply in Meänkieli, for instance, is still relatively scarce; there is a local radio channel *Meänraatio* in Pajala which broadcasts daily for 3–4 hours, but visibility in public-service TV is relatively rare and there are no daily newspapers published (Laakso & Sarhimaa 2016).

Research material

The analysis in this research is implemented using a group discussion method. In minority studies, group discussions have been considered a unique methodological route through which oppressed minorities are offered a possibility to make their voices heard (Booth & Booth 1996). Group discussions are a specific method through which the multiplicity of shared as well as contested narratives can be discovered (Price 2010). Discussions are analyzed by means of narrative inquiry, a method referring to a subset of qualitative research designs in which the act of ‘hearing stories’ is used as a sensitive tool to examine and describe human action (Polkinghorne 1995; Prokkola 2014).
The studied material consists of 8 approximately 1–1.5 hour long tape-recorded group discussions conducted with 32 people of whom 17 were women and 15 men. Discussions were held in Haparanda, Övertorneå, Svanstein, Korpilombolo, Aapua and Pajala between September 2015 and February 2016. The participants were selected to represent people who are (inter-)actively working in several types of local associations and organizations operating around the Swedish side of the Torne Valley and are involved – some directly, some less directly – with the revitalization of Meänkieli; there were members of village associations and cultural associations, teachers from different levels of education, local radio reporters and musicians. Members for the groups were selected so that the participants were already familiar with each other, signifying a certain level of trust, and had a shared social bond related to the research topic.

The discussions were informal and spontaneous, and my purpose as a researcher was to take as passive a role as possible. For each discussion, a separate thematic framework was prepared, which contained questions relating to the specific activities of the interviewed group (music, radio broadcasting, teaching, religion, and so). In addition, there were some highly general questions that were directed to all interviewed groups concerning the local languages and identity. The key questions of this kind were: (1.) How do you see the work on Meänkieli language revitalization, and (2.) how does the issue of minority language come up or need to be acknowledged in your work? All discussions were conducted in Meänkieli, although there were natural alterations in language use depending on the backgrounds of different discussants. Some discussants conceived the language they used to be Finnish instead of Meänkieli, while for others the use of Swedish would have been more comfortable during the discussions. In fact, switching languages from Meänkieli/Finnish to Swedish and back again even during a single sentence, is typical for Meänkieli speakers and can be considered a specific characteristic of the language.

Why saving Meänkieli is important?

For identity

In the case of Meänkieli, ‘our language’, the name in itself implies how language can be an inseparable part of shared identity, which makes the revitalization work an end in itself. As has been argued across disciplinary boundaries, language is the very core of what we are, an essential part in everyday practices. It has been argued, that, on a general level, ethnic identities are constructed through language and everyday actions (Clayton 2009). As one male participant from Group 4 in a discussion humorously rephrased this, “it becomes a lousier meat, if you eat it in Swedish”. In the discussions, Meänkieli speaking was often associated with coziness, with the feelings of ‘being at home’ (cf. Antonsich 2010). In one group, it was discussed how homely and cozy it felt when a church service was held in Meänkieli, although the event was also considered being highly unusual, exceptional and even somehow peculiar:

WOMAN 1: All events were told in Meänkieli. I must say that the more I have been involved with such things, the nicer has it been. It feels like it comes close to you when you hear it in your own dialect, when even the priest speaks in same manner as we do. And we sang those familiar hymns in Meänkieli.

(Group 7)

In a similar way as in (banal) everyday actions, the bond between language and identity is present visually, for example in local place name signages on a street. As reminders of local history, there are numerous places with Finnish names in the Swedish side of Torne Valley. Many of these can be traced back to the days when Finland was part of Sweden, but there are also several names from recent past, a particular type of nicknames being the most widespread, which are used in everyday interactions and which cannot be found on official maps. New names for places are constantly being ‘invented’ in real life situations, and in context of unique stories in which the identity and landscape fuses together:
WOMAN 1 (20:30): In my opinion it is richness to know these names. It gives this love for home district. (...)
WOMAN 2: I feel too that it's important. That it gives like...
WOMAN 1: ...roots.
WOMAN 2: Yes, those roots are planted in those place names and places.
MAN 1: This fall we gave a new name to one bog. It did not have a name before. It is now called ‘Backspegeljänkhä’ (Rear-view mirror bog). We saw from our rear-mirror how an elk was crossing the road, so we started to call it ‘Backspegeljänkhä’.

(Group 4)

Place names demonstrate how local history and the emotional bondage between language and identity is part of everyday activity. However, for Meänkieli speakers this emotional bondage is not only complex, but also politically charged in several ways. As Yuval-Davis (2006) has emphasized, identity needs to be studied on the levels of emotional attachments, social locations, and ethical and political values. The case of Meänkieli illustrates how ‘we-feelings’, as spatially embedded emotions, are not only about the feelings of belonging, but also about the feelings of being different (Richter 2015). One generation skipped learning the language because their parents were ashamed of their historical background. In trans-national families different languages are used for different purposes (Soler & Zabrodskaja 2017), but in case of Finnish (or Meänkieli), avoiding speaking the language to your children was axiomatic, in-built norm: speaking Finnish was not an option. This is what the concept of hegemony means at its purest. Everything associated with Finnishness was regarded as lower in status. As a socio-culturally forced form of diglossia, home language was a signifier of social status and automatically hidden for the sake of appearing civilized.

What has been somewhat surprising is that, along the revitalization movement, the attitudes among youth have changed. In the discussions, it was often formulated that the children of the generation to whom Meänkieli was not been taught at home is now feeling that some part of who ‘they are’ has been stolen from them. In one group, this was discussed with a reference to Bengt Pohjanen's personal experiences:

MAN 1: Bengt Pohjanen, I think he had a good example. He says that when he in the 60s went to Täräntö, to give some sort of a speech to school kids, he had asked how many of you can be speak Meänkieli, or Finnish. Everyone raised their hands. Around thirty in that room. And he did that same thing in the 80s, 1985 or 1986, and asked who can speak Meänkieli. There were two who raised their hands. That sort of a change during twenty years. Two out of thirty could speak.
MAN 2: In regrettable manner all those who speak and have roots here say that ‘dear me, for why we did not teach our children’.
MAN 1: Yes, that’s the way how it is and so say the children too, blame their parents.
MAN 3: Yes, I’ve heard hundreds and hundreds who say so.

(Group 3)

Avoiding speaking Meänkieli at home, for the sake of shame, has been later condemned by younger generation as an act of ‘identity robbery’. In this manner, language revitalization work functions as an act to paying back, although it is worth asking to whom this compensation is actually directed. What this also implies and exemplifies is how identity narratives are rarely coherent and how, within one apparently coherent group, such as Meänkieli speakers, there can be competing narratives about the nature of identity. Among the identity studies conducted during the past two decades, more emphasis is put on the ambiguous nature of identity (Brubaker & Cooper 2000). As mentioned, the connection of minority language and identity is geographically embedded issue in many ways (see further discussion, Gilmartin & Migge 2015; Tomaney 2015; Ridanpää 2017). Although it is commonly shared opinion that Meänkieli is part of regional, Tornedalian identity, it is also constantly emphasized, how in different places the language is used in different ways. Similar diatopic variations can be found for example from Spain in where sociopolitical circumstances have diverted the phonetic and lexical diversity and spatiality of Galician dialects (Lorenzo 2012). In case of Meänkieli, diatopic variety sometimes leads to a (relatively absurd) debate about where the ‘real’ Meänkieli is spoken:

MAN 1: Then there is this question about where the real Meänkieli is spoken. Bengt Pohjanen said about twenty years ago, that real Meänkieli is spoken in Pajala municipality, in Täräntö. But all the people don't like that.
MAN 2: But here (in Pajala) it has survived for quite a long time.
MAN 1: This is like a cradle of Meänkieli.
(Group 3)

WOMAN 1: It is so different in different villages, so what it is this real Meänkieli? There are so many versions of it.
WOMAN 2: I believe that, as you said (earlier), that where ever village you go, there is the real Meänkieli.
WOMAN 1: I know that upward – Muodoslombolo, Kitkajärvi – there they speak more like Finnish and here they speak more Swedish words, adding letter ‘i’ into the end.
(Group 5)

The concept of ‘linguistic differentiation’ refers to how languages are inherently discrete, bounded entities, embedded in the politics of a region and its observers (Irvine & Gal 2000). There is a dominant conception that Meänkieli is a language spoken only in the Torne Valley, while the Torne Valley is usually defined as a river basin of Torne river. This is also in connection to a sociolinguistic concept of ‘language authentication’, the idea that some instances of a language are more authentic than others (McIntosh 2005, 1929). This causes conflicting opinions about who should be entitled as Meänkieli speakers, and who should not. As one woman in Group 8 exemplified this with her comment: “These people from ore mining fields, they think that they are from the Torne Valley”. According to topographical definitions, the ore mining fields of northern Sweden are not a part of the Torne Valley and, despite the fact that the historical background of the people living there is connected to Finland, in terms of language politics, they are considered ‘outsiders’. Some discussants considered this ‘rivalry of belonging’ a substantially annoying feature of Meänkieli language preservation:

WOMAN 1: What has bothered me a bit is that people are terribly restricted. Like if you belong to this group, you cannot belong to that group, because you are for example from Finland.
WOMAN 2: Exactly.
WOMAN 1: It shouldn’t matter. The main thing is that we speak something. It’s not relevant whether we speak more Finnish words or more Swedish words.
WOMAN 2: There are pedants everywhere.
(Group 7)

The geographical definition of the Torne Valley is inseparably attached to the definition of Meänkieli and how the connection between the language and identity is understood. One intriguing detail touching this issue can be found from the English version of Wikipedia, where the Swedish word ‘Tornedalen’ is translated, instead of the Torne Valley, as Meänmaa (in Eng. ‘Our Country’), a concept invented by Bengt Pohjanen. By Meänmaa Pohjanen refers to a fluid region spreading across both sides of the border river, using language and culture as its determining attributes (Prokkola & Ridanpää 2011). During the group discussions, it was frequently brought forth that Meänmaa, as a regional term, feels an artificial and unnecessary invention. From this perspective, the matter of introducing Torne Valley globally as Meänmaa, who ever has created this Wikipedia page, is a political act that promotes the recognition of Meänkieli as an independent language.

For education

It is axiomatic that the best medium for teaching a child is his mother tongue. Psychologically, it is the system of meaningful signs that in his mind works automatically for expression and understanding. Sociologically, it is a means of identification among the members of the community to which he belongs. Educationally, he learns more quickly through it than through an unfamiliar linguistic medium. (UNESCO 1953, 11)

As has been the case in several other language revitalization programs, the importance of importing the language into the school environment has been acknowledged in the Torne Valley as well. The right to use one’s mother language, as one wishes to use it, is considered a part of general moral values of education. If we reflect the recent, positive development against the historical background of Swedification, certain intriguing nuances can be found. When discussing the societal history of Meänkieli, the marginalized position of language is (naturally) continuously emphasized by
exemplifying how speaking Meänkieli in schools was forbidden in the early 20th century. In several groups there were elder discussants who had personal experiences from the days when speaking Finnish in school was not formally forbidden anymore but still strongly disapproved. Against this background, the endeavors to bring Meänkieli into the school environment carry a significant symbolic value, although it is also likely that most of the younger generations are not highly aware of the local history of marginalization.

Among minority language studies, there has been abundant discussion about how various methods and techniques should be applied in education. Interestingly, in the interviews, the special role of ‘having fun’ as a pedagogical tool was recognized as important. In multi-disciplinary studies of humor, the educational value has often been underscored (Pollak & Freda 1997; Van Wyk 2011). Similarly, teachers in Tornedalian schools maintain that ‘having fun’ should be utilized as a teaching method:

WOMAN 1: When you’re working with Meänkieli it is important that you give a positive image of it, like it’s fun and whatever you do with Meänkieli, should somehow be fun so that you get a feeling like: “wow, I wanna learn that too”. A kind of interest and fascination rises, which helps the language survive and children are seriously willing to learn it and try to find those friends whom with it is possible to speak the language. So, for the sake of revitalization it is extremely important that it is made somehow interesting. And whatever you do with Meänkieli, it must be fun.

(Group 6)

Humor has played major role in the revitalization of Meänkieli (Ridanpää 2017). Especially after Niemi’s (2010) Popularmusik från Vittula (Popular Music from Vittula), a humorous novel focusing on ironic features in the marginalization of Meänkieli, became a best-seller in Scandinavia, the general consciousness about the Meänkieli speakers roused all around Scandinavia (Ridanpää 2014). Interviewees also revealed that humor has played crucial role when Bengt Pohjanen’s grammar education was broadcasted in local radio:

MAN 1: Like that language education what Bengt Pohjanen had then. It was this humor that got people interested.
MAN 2: Yes, it was made so that it was pure humor whole thing, that five minutes, and then that grammatical part five minutes.

(Group 3)

In addition to humor, it was also discussed how modern communication technologies can be used for the purpose of language work. While Romero (2016), among others, perceives modern communication technologies as a threat to language revitalization, in the group discussions, the case appeared to be that, via Facebook discussion forums, Meänkieli speakers all around Sweden have been able to sustain and rediscover their identity and shared feeling of belonging. Meänkieli is a regional language, but it is spoken in a marginal region, where the number of inhabitants is continuously decreasing. In order to keep Meänkieli speakers interested in their cultural heritage, the active maintenance of virtual communities, through modern information technologies, was considered highly important.

Education is a focal practical tool with which the minority languages can be kept alive, but educating a local language, as a part of Swedish school system, is also in connection to several other social and political processes. The revitalization of Meänkieli language and culture can be seen as part of a wider discussion concerning the rise of multiculturalism and polynationalism in Swedish society, as is also evidenced in the antagonistic responses from political groups against this development (Heith 2013, 86). Yet, the revitalization of Meänkieli is not only a part of a wider global linguistic movement and ethnic revival, but also connected to the recent global migration politics. In one group it was discussed whether this sociopolitical development is actually a hindrance to language work:

MAN 1: I have thought that those who come here, those new ones, they go immediately before Meänkieli teaching. Those who come from all sort of countries. It was said on radio that they should get their education in their own language here.
WOMAN 1: At the same I think it has been a little bit like a rescue for us, that legislation has changed. When they’ve had so much to ponder on them, at the same time it has turned better for us.
WOMAN 2: I think also that it’s up to us whether they go before us or not. If we stick out for and want that Meänkieli, we can get it in same manner as they insist that people must have their own language.

(Group 4)
Bringing Meänkieli to school is a complicated process in which the notions of ‘them’ and ‘us’ are constantly juxtaposed on several different ways. As we know from the history, the use of Meänkieli is usually reflected against the majority language, Swedish, but as has been illustrated here, globalization is making the situation increasingly complicated. Meänkieli is a local language, but on the Facebook forums, it attains features that reflect global features of language use. This raises a question, whether Meänkieli could actually be approached as ‘a glocal’ language, a viewpoint often applied to bilingual speakers (cf. Hornberger 2000; Lee & Barton 2011).

**For sovereignty**

From a socially critical point of view, language revitalization represents action in which minority groups are attaining sovereignty and their self-determination in a wider sense. The right to use one’s home language is an important part of everyday life, but there are also major symbolic meanings involved when minority languages become acknowledged and respected. This was especially topical when Meänkieli attained its official status as a minority language in 2000. Meänkieli is a language that is used in daily conversation, and in fact, there exists no tradition of reading or writing in Meänkieli. However, as discussed in one group, seeing Meänkieli printed has a major symbolic value:

WOMAN 1: Nobody demands anything in Meänkieli because Meänkieli speakers cannot necessarily read Meänkieli. All the Meänkieli speakers can read Swedish, so there hasn't been any need for it. Only so, as we have spoken, that in symbolic manner it is nice that we can see Meänkieli, like for example in municipality webpages there can be something in Meänkieli. So it's important that it's visible, but there has never been a situation in which someone insisted that things must be written also in Meänkieli.

(Group 6)

Although local inhabitants do not necessarily need or even want to see Meänkieli in printed form, it symbolizes the attainment of sovereignty, keeps the language existent in a concrete manner and removes it further away from the stigma of ‘halfilingualism’. As has been the case with several subalterned languages, no matter how the feelings of (regional) pride have started to flourish, the feelings of shame nevertheless remain embedded in the self-perception of the speakers of such languages. In the case of Meänkieli, the question of linguistic sovereignty is inherently connected to the bitterness directed at the denial of Finnish roots. Thus, the process of attaining sovereignty through language work involves this kind of resentment, and it is manifest in several ways in many of the group discussions. One of the male participants, for instance, told a story about how the election of a new county governor was notified in controversial manner in local news:

MAN 1: When this Kari Marklund became a county governor, as it had been decided by the government, it was then announced in local Swedish television, Norrbotten TV. They could not say his name as ‘Kari’, so it was changed as ‘Karin Marklund’. That was the county governor in Norrbotten.

WOMAN 1: And this was in the 90s.

MAN 1: It was in the 90s. Karin Marklund, a man with such a name had become a county governor. So yes, it has been bloody effective politics, oppressing people and at the same time Sweden represented the global self-esteem in many issues.

(Group 8)

As Karin is a Swedish female name, this (probably accidently announced) wrong name is turned into a bitter-sweet humorous story in which the internal colonialism imposed by Swedish society becomes criticized. Similarly, it illustrates how ethnic minorities are capable of turning their marginal position into a source of pride and even of laughing at themselves (Ridanpää 2017, 67–68). In that same group discussion, the societal status of Meänkieli was also defended by re-narrating the history of Finnish language:

MAN 1: It has been acknowledged that, ever since the Torne Valley has been populated, say back to the 10th-11th century, the language spoken here was Meänkieli. (...) Finnish, the national language of Finland, it was not before 16th century when Mikael Agricola started mucking around with it. It was not until the middle of 19th century when Finnish became a public, national language. It is so that if you take a more in-depth look, the national language of Finland is a dialect of Meänkieli, if
you may, not other way around.

MAN 2: Yes, invented language.

(Group 8)

Whether the discussant in the example above is being serious or merely speaking in jest is irrelevant here. According to discussants, Meänkieli contains something pure and original that other, officially acknowledged languages do not have. The feeling of being othered is constantly embedded when discussing the societal position of Meänkieli and, interestingly, this bitterness is directed both at the history of Swedification as well as at the history of Finnish society.

On the other hand...

It has been highlighted in this article that the revitalization of Meänkieli has been in a key role in the revitalization of the regional identity. Similarly, Meänkieli has been in a key role when local people have mobilized themselves to work for the benefit of local culture on a more general level. However, some discussants, particularly those who are not directly working in language revitalization programs, feel that revitalization work has perhaps gone too far, that there is simply ‘too much’ Meänkieli everywhere:

WOMAN 1: Some say that it’s too much, like in all occasions it is Meänkieli, Meänkieli.

(Group 5)

WOMAN 1: I am not sure whether I’m a right person to say, since I’m a little bit like a Finn and I speak Finnish and try to teach Finnish. Sometimes it feels like it has turned into a kind of myth, that municipalities must have Meänkieli and it must be used.

(...) WOMAN 2: It somehow feels like the language shouldn’t be (used) against one’s own will. If there is no use for language, it will die anyway.

(Group 2)

Minority identity and language as one element of it, are not stable and coherent discourses, but there are various, sometimes conflicting narratives of who ‘we’ are and where ‘we’ come from. According to one interviewee, Meänkieli speaking has turned, on regional level, into a hegemonic discourse, which is not necessarily only positive:

MAN 1: Linguistically, it seems like that Meänkieli, as a name, has gained a kind of monopoly here in Swedish side, on the western side of the border. Nobody speaks about Finnish. (...) As a name, Meänkieli has then overtook (...) that what language is spoken here, at this side of the border. Haparanda is actually that island, in where we still say, that we speak Finnish, but in other municipalities up north, the title is Meänkieli. (...) It is something that enables to deny own roots, when being Meänkieli speakers. On no account being Finnish. Not even from our roots. It is same thing there in Finnmark, Norway. It is only talked about Kven people, (...) not anymore about Finnmark people or the Finns. They are Kvens nowadays. No matter whether they wanted it or not.

(Group 1)

Although the revitalization of Meänkieli has been recognized as a matter of regional pride, a cornerstone of shared identity, here Meänkieli is conceived rather as a symbolic signpost with which, not only the history of otherness, but also the historical origins of local identity, the Finnish language and Finnish roots, can be denied and forgotten. In case of Meänkieli, the language revitalization work obviously serves to benefit identity work, but as an interviewee conceives here, in a slightly contradicting manner, with the cost of the decreasing appreciation of Finnish identity and roots. Calling ‘Tornedalian Finska’ as Meänkieli has been a strategic move and it is understandable that for some, even those being actively involved with revitalization work, the artificiality may feel irritating:

WOMAN 1: I have always said that I speak Finnish, but it was before that Meänkieli was invented.

(Group 2)

MAN 1: What I find really sad is this denial of Finnishness so that even names are changed. Many men here have taken their wives’ surname after cross-marrying, taken wife’s surname, because it
is Swedish. Then changed the first name a little bit, like sounding more Swedish. Then many invented own dialect and denies then the Finnish background of it. It's like I think that one must know where one comes from, where the roots are, but these deny it completely, that Finnishness. I don't understand what it is this shame that it has caused to them. (Group 1)

As has been mentioned in this article, Bengt Pohjanen has been a key person in the mobilization of language revitalization and his dedication to work for this goal has been widely appreciated. Establishing the grammar for Meänkieli is perceived as a crucial symbolic signpost for language revitalization. Yet, although Pohjanen's work – particularly on grammar – legitimizes the position of Meänkieli as an independent minority language, it is also perceived that standardizing everyday language may actually hinder its survival:

MAN 1: When that grammar came, when they started working with that book, (...), I have sometimes pondered it like by that means it is made more difficult than it actually is. When you start phrasing like, “this must be in that form, this is correct, this is wrong”, then you prevent the language from developing, I think.

WOMAN 1: Yes, then the interest stops.

(…)

MAN 1: I believe that if language must survive, it must be...

MAN 2: Free

MAN 1: Yes, free. And it isn't that serious if something is said wrong. (Group 6)

As seen, although all the discussants share the opinion that the survival of Meänkieli is important in general, some discussants believe that certain aspects of language revitalization may actually work against their own purpose. It is presumable that the speaker in the previous example does not think that ‘let it be’ is the best method to save the language, but what it illustrates is that there are varying opinions about how seriously the language work should be put into action. Discussants in the previous example imply that the existence of Meänkieli is dependent on that it is used as a colloquial language in daily conversation and, therefore, establishing a grammar for it hinders the natural way of using it. This demonstrates how diverging and also confronting rationales for language revitalization work there exist.

Discussion

The simple conclusion from the discussion is that, on a local level, the variety of rationales for language revitalization is vast. As Costa and Gasquet-Cyrus (2013, 223) argue, “no revitalization movement can ever be homogenous”, and that “such movements are born of the creation of charter myths and are based subsequently on interpretations that serve various (and often conflicting) interests”. Among the people actively working with or for the survival of Meänkieli, there exist varying opinions about why saving language is important. In addition, the opinions about how to operationalize the revitalization process are diverse. Ultimately, the most important finding is that language revitalizing is not a path of action that was carried without questioning its logics. The language is recognized as a part of people's identity, so although all the discussants were somehow involved with language revitalization work, for some the negative connotations attached to Meänkieli were too intimate. In addition, as has been highlighted at the end, some discussants suggested that language revitalization work has become too dominant a mode of cultural activity. Language revitalization has been a process of re-narrating the local history (Ridanpää 2014), but for some discussants it represents, rather surprisingly, a new way to re-hide the shameful past.

In the Torne Valley, language revitalization work has been carried out along with other cultural projects funded by the European Union, and similarly, the received funding has mobilized new cultural projects. In fact, there exists also a viewpoint according to which the urge for Meänkieli language revitalization functions solely for the benefit of achieving more funding from the European Union for other cultural activities and projects. Against this background, it was an interesting and relatively surprising finding that the protection of Meänkieli was not rationalized by the relevance of cultural
diversity. Instead, the language revitalization efforts can be approached as a form of meta-culture. The notion of meta-culture refers to “cultural forms or practices that comment on other cultural forms or practices, and in so doing, impact their circulation” and “metapragmatic discourses explicitly attempting to change language structure, function, and social usage or undo previous changes” (McEwan-Fujita 2011, 48). For cultural activists and people who are involved with language revitalization via some cultural activity, the intrinsic value of cultural diversity is axiomatic and not explicitly mentioned or even implicitly referred to.

It has been criticized that, when discussing about saving the language through recording and documentation, many language experts use metaphorical framing such as ‘death’, ‘endangerment’ and ‘extinction’, which may have a negative impact on those community members who are actively revitalizing and reclaiming languages (Perley 2012). Arguments such as “more hard we work, more endangered it is” or “this language is dying anyway” were voiced in the group discussions. This illustrates clearly how trust in a bright future is often wavering and the metaphoric frames of ‘death’, ‘endangerment’ and ‘extinction’ are actively in use in conversations among the language activists as well – or should we say, especially among them. It seems that more signs of threat need to appear in order to make people realize the gravity of the current situation concerning the decline of minority languages, no matter for what rationale saving endangered languages is conceived important.
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